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a guide to texture
Marrying the right texture with the right design is a skill 
in itself and brings a design to life. We’ve worked with 
eleven textures across our range to do just that.    

Our textures are carefully chosen to complement each 
decor and take it from laminate to lifelike.   

This quick guide helps you see our textures in more 
detail and look at the matrix on page 47 to see which 
texture your chosen worksurface is available in. 

Don’t forget to use our speedy sample service to see 
the final result for yourself. Simply visit our website to 
order yours today! 

Ultramatt Very matt smooth finish

Fibril Natural matt texture woodgrain 

Granit Sightly textured with a light sheen Higloss High shine with metallic flecks

Roche Heavy matt stone effect

Surf Slightly textured everyday finish 

FA Subtly textured everyday finish Fusion Subtle matt & gloss reflections

Nature Lined and matt surface finish

Soft A soft matt surface 

Real Stone Evoking natural stone
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GRANIT A granit stone effect texture

SHELL Matt finish with a smooth surface ROCCIA A beautiful matt, textured finish
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Eggshell

A refined satin eggshell, soft to touch, radiating 
purity and discretion

Glaze

A layering of matte features over a glaze of semi-
gloss creates this timeworn effect

Mineral

Matt finish with an irregular stone structure

Roche

An uneven texture with hints of natural stone or hammered 
metal combined with a matt finish

Riven

A stone like finish with a slightly reflective surface

Gloss

High shine, smooth finish

Ultramatt

Matt appearance offering a low reflective finish

Grain

The fibre of wood underpinned by a subtly irregular and silky 
grained surface

Quarry

Roccia

Timber

Shell

Premium finish emulating the “pitted” look of polished 
natural stone

A beautiful matt, textued finish

Natural finish emulating the look and feel of wood

Matt finish with a smooth surface

Our range of Nuance panels gives real flexibility to shape 
the perfect bathroom. The postformed panels and the 
standard tongue and groove panels can be linked together 
to create walk-in wetrooms and work with any shower 
enclosure. And you can finish a wall wherever you please 
with the versatile 160mm finishing panel. Here we show you 
what’s on offer.

Acrylic panels

Size 2440 x 1220mm supplied pre-finished.

Postformed panels 
 
The most versatile of 
our panels for shower 
enclosures and bath panels.

Features one finished radius 
edge and one tongue to link 
to T&G panels.

Size 2420 x 1200mm 
one finished radius 
edge and one tongue.

Tongue and groove panels 
 
Our T&G panels in 1200mm 
widths result in less joints, as 
well as offering the flexibility 
for less waste  
nd less cost.

Size 2420 x 1200mm 
tongue and groove.

Our T&G panels in 600mm 
widths offer the flexibility for 
less waste and less cost.

Size 2420 x 600mm tongue 
and groove.

Feature panels

With two pre-finished 
edges, the ideal panel to 
finish behind WCs and 
wash basins. It’s especially 
good for cloakrooms and 
en-suites. 

 

Size 2420 x 580mm 
with two finished 
radius edges.

160mm Finishing panels

This panel allows you to 
finish a run of T&G panels 
vertically with a neat 
postformed edge detail, 
instead of using trims. It can 
also be used as an upstand. 

1220mm

4mm

1200mm

11mm

1200mm/600mm

11mm

580mm

11mm

160mm

11mm

Size 2420 x 160mm one 
finished radius edge and 
one tongue.

.

flexible panel sizes

Nuance Acrylic panels are available in one 
size only.  They can be butt jointed and 
sealed together with our Complete sealant 
to create your perfect, bespoke design. 
Alternatively trims are available for Acrylic 
designs if you would prefer to use them.
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Postformed panels 
 
The most versatile of 
our panels for shower 
enclosures and bath panels.

Features one finished radius 
edge and one tongue to link 
to T&G panels.

Size 2420 x 1200mm 
one finished radius 
edge and one tongue.

Tongue and groove panels 
 
Our T&G panels in 1200mm 
widths result in less joints, as 
well as offering the flexibility 
for less waste  
nd less cost.

Size 2420 x 1200mm 
tongue and groove.

Our T&G panels in 600mm 
widths offer the flexibility for 
less waste and less cost.

Size 2420 x 600mm tongue 
and groove.

Feature panels

With two pre-finished 
edges, the ideal panel to 
finish behind WCs and 
wash basins. It’s especially 
good for cloakrooms and 
en-suites. 

 

Size 2420 x 580mm 
with two finished 
radius edges.

160mm Finishing panels

This panel allows you to 
finish a run of T&G panels 
vertically with a neat 
postformed edge detail, 
instead of using trims. It can 
also be used as an upstand. 
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Size 2420 x 160mm one 
finished radius edge and 
one tongue.

.

flexible panel sizes

Nuance Acrylic panels are available in one 
size only.  They can be butt jointed and 
sealed together with our Complete sealant 
to create your perfect, bespoke design. 
Alternatively trims are available for Acrylic 
designs if you would prefer to use them.

4948

a guide to texture

Eggshell

A refined satin eggshell, soft to touch, radiating 
purity and discretion

Glaze

A layering of matte features over a glaze of semi-
gloss creates this timeworn effect

Mineral

Matt finish with an irregular stone structure

Roche

An uneven texture with hints of natural stone or hammered 
metal combined with a matt finish

Riven

A stone like finish with a slightly reflective surface

Gloss

High shine, smooth finish

Ultramatt

Matt appearance offering a low reflective finish

Grain

The fibre of wood underpinned by a subtly irregular and silky 
grained surface

Quarry

Roccia

Timber

Shell

Premium finish emulating the “pitted” look of polished 
natural stone

A beautiful matt, textued finish

Natural finish emulating the look and feel of wood
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